The Order Gives Voice to the Causes of Irish America

Call to Action

The Order is concerned that we are approaching 700 days without a U.S. Ambassador to Ireland. In that interval, over 70 other ambassadors have been appointed and confirmed. The close relationship between Ireland and America predates the founding of the United States, and it is a grievous disrespect to that relationship that the post of Ambassador has been vacant for so long. Given the current threat situation, it is imperative to U.S. interests to have an Ambassador in what will soon be the only predominantly English speaking country within the European Union.

The president recently nominated prominent Irish American businessman Edward Crawford to the post of Ambassador to Ireland; he must now go through a hearing by the Senate Foreign Relations Committee prior to proceeding to the Senate for a confirmation vote. National President McKay sent a letter to each of the 21 current members asking for a swift hearing and approval for Mr. Crawford. This was followed by a “Call to Action” to the Brothers who are constituents of these senators, asking them to call their senator’s office and ask for their support for the Crawford nomination. We hope that by the time you read this the United States will once again have an ambassador in Ireland.

The AOH continues to embrace its responsibilities as “the Voice of Irish America” by advocating the cause of the Irish. Hibernians were the coordinators and sponsors of a five-state speaking tour by Ms. Carmel Quinn on the four-decade quest for justice by the families of the Ballymurphy Massacre victims. Ms. Quinn’s young brother, John Laverty, a Catholic priest and a mother of eight were among 11 innocent civilians killed over a three-day period in August 1971 by members of the Parachute Regiment at the start of the British Government’s policy of internment without charge or trial in Ireland.

The Ballymurphy families have been fighting for justice ever since, only to encounter a well-orchestrated campaign of continued on page 6

Join us in Washington on Jan. 18

By John Patrick Walsh, Pro-Life Chairman

The March for Life will soon be upon us and we hope that you’ll join us on Friday, January 18, to march for those without a voice. We will again gather at 9 a.m. in the Irish Channel Pub (500 H St NW, Washington, DC 20001) for a good breakfast before our 12:30 p.m. gathering at the corner of 7th Street & Constitution Ave. for the march. The cost of breakfast remains the same at $25 pp (cash or check (pre-registration always appreciated).

The 2019 theme, Unique From Day One, perfectly encapsulates our understanding of Catholic pro-life teachings. While we understand each person to be born with limits, be they physical or mental, we affirm that each individual is unique and worthy of celebration. As Catholics, we profess the intrinsic value of each life; and as Americans, we strive to protect individual liberty and access to opportunity. By joining us in Washington, D.C., or your local pro-life rally, you help give witness to the beliefs that we hold most dear and provide a public face for those unable to advocate for themselves.

We march for the lives that could have been. We march for those who see no other way than to force their own end. We march for women who feel pressured to choose abortion because they are unsure of support. We march because our society devalues children with loss of opportunity. We march for better access to healthcare. We march because our justice system writes off some as irredeemable, and then ends their lives. We march because society...
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Snowbird Social

Thursday, Feb. 7, noon to 3 p.m.
Tam Fannigan’s Pub
2885 S. Federal Hwy., Delray Beach, Fl

Join fellow Hibernians for an afternoon of fun. This will be a great opportunity to stay in touch with the AOH during the winter and meet fellow Hibernians who winter in Florida and also meet some Floridian Hibernians.

Do you have a talent to share? Let us know. Pipers, singers, musicians, entertainers are welcome. All are welcome, including lapsed or prospective members.

Lunch with soft drinks and dessert $25.

Reservations required.
Contact: Tam Miles – Tamitalia4@aol.com or 561 660 7496
Jim Sullivan – Jim@leitoltihiberniarh.org or 547 224 4822
Committee: Ed Wallace, Tam Miles, Matt Duffy, Jim Sullivan
Thanksgiving has come and gone and now we are in those hectic days around Christmas when we sometimes tend to forget what the Feast Day is all about. We should take some time, especially at this time of the year, on the message of Christmas and how it should comfort and support us in this material world.

BREXIT continues to be a problem for Ireland especially in the North. No decisions have been made as of this writing whether or not we will see a hard border erected again. We are all anxious to see whether the British Prime Minister’s government stays intact over this question with her patchwork quilt approach of stabilizing her Tory Government with the 10 members from the two Unionist Parties in the North of Ireland. The rock and ripple effect of Britain’s withdrawal from the European Union has yet to be determined. However, what is obvious is that Ireland will now be the only English speaking member of the EU.

I have finalized the arrangements for my President’s Dinner this upcoming October. We will be meeting at the Marriott Metro Center in Washington, DC, on October 18 and 19, 2019. Rooms will be $169 per night; that rate will be in effect two days before and two days after the event. Anyone who has recently traveled to the DC area knows this is a fabulous rate for October. The Marriott Metro Center is located on the Hill, a block and a half from St. Patrick’s Church where our Saturday evening Mass will be held right before the banquet. We will hold our National Board meeting that same Saturday morning at 10 a.m., at the hotel and conduct the business of this noble Order. The Friday night festivities will involve a reception either at the Ambassador’s residence or the Irish Embassy, depending on size requirements. Because this is a President’s Dinner and not a National Convention, the hotel block is small and anyone wishing to attend should make their reservations early, as I am sure at that rate the rooms will go fast. Also, I want to remind you all of the Right to Life March in Washington on Friday, January 25, 2019. Our National Life Chairman, John Patrick Walsh, as usual, has planned a number of events to not only make this successful, but also to let our voices be heard loud and clear on the right of unborn children. Hope to see all Brothers and Sisters there.

God Bless.

Remember the AOH in your will

Please consider the Order when writing or rewriting your will, and add a paragraph along the lines of: "I leave to The Ancient Order of Hibernians in America [X percent of my estate or a specific dollar amount] for its charitable works."

Remember the AOH in your will

It is that time of year again, when our thoughts turn to collecting the per capita from each division. By now you have all received your rosters for updating and many have already returned, thank you.

Per capita is due to the national office by February 15, 2019. Remember, you are paying per capita for 2018. We are always one year behind. Per capita is based on your membership as of December 31, 2018. It is the per capita that you collected during the 2018 calendar year. Divisions that were established in 2018 also owe per capita. It is one dollar per member for each month that the division was in existence in 2018. Members exempt from paying per capita include priests, active military, and national life members.

The Form 11, which MUST accompany your payment, is available online from AOH.com; it is a fillable PDF and will automatically calculate your payment. Unlike in past years, we no longer include all amounts due, including initiations and reinstatements, in a single check made out to the AOH National Board. Divisions who do not pay on time will not be considered in good standing and cannot participate in their local state conventions this summer.

2019 membership cards will begin being mailed in January 2019. This year we are not waiting for a per capita payment or a revised roster before mailing the cards, so if you did not supply us with updated information DO NOT expect that the cards will be accurate.

Along with the cards you will receive an updated Charities and Missions form for use this coming year.

We have been saying for some time now that 2019 will mark a MAJOR advance on the way you update your rosters. Your division’s Financial Secretary will have the responsibility and ability to MAKE HIS OWN CHANGES TO YOUR ROSTER. This change will be phased in starting in January after a period of internal tests. Once this system is fully operable, Form 40’s will cease to exist.

Please continue to source ALL forms from AOH.com and DO NOT use any you may have on hand.
Happy New Year to all members and their families! Here’s wishing you and yours all the best that the world has to offer in 2019.

The New Year always brings with it an opportunity for introspection and review, and as we enter this New Year I’d like to offer some thoughts on organizational recommendations and personal reflection.

The tax-exempt project that we have worked on for my entire first term has been frustrating at times but it is a reality that we have to deal with every year and it cannot be ignored. Proper planning and follow up by divisions and boards are critical to ensure compliance. The goal of all divisions and boards for 2019 and every year thereafter is, once tax-exempt compliant, to stay current with their tax responsibilities, which basically means they have to file every year. As a proper attached system to the national parent, all divisions and boards have a fiscal year of July 1st to June 30th meaning that the tax deadline for filing is November 15th. Use the start of 2019 to set up the plan to accomplish this timely and yearly. Our constitution was updated in Louisville to place tax preparation and filing as a responsibility of the treasurer. Plan the work and work the plan.

On a personal note I’d like to recognize the passing of Andy Keane of AOH Division 5 of Albany, NY. He lost his courageous battle to a long illness in late November. I had the honor of knowing Andy not for a long time but long enough to call him friend. He traveled with me to Ireland with a group I brought in 2014 and we stayed in touch ever since. No one who was around Andy ever asked, I wonder what Andy thinks about this; you knew. It’s a Keane family trait. He was a good man, who loved his family and who advocated for others. He supported those like him, who were in recovery, and that made me think that we as an organization should also probably do more to help, support and recognize those in recovery. In his time of need what was so inspiring was that while in hospice care at home near the end of his life he did a public service announcement to promote the value of hospice care as a quality of life option not only for the patient but also for the family. And in a final act to help others his obituary plainly stated: In accordance with Andy’s strict directions, in lieu of flowers, people wishing to make a memorial contribution may do so to the AOH Freedom For All Ireland Fund. On eternal reward. Rest easy my friend, you are missed.

Since our National Convention in Louisville, I have had the opportunity to visit and take part in many AOH and Irish-related events in the New England region. I look forward in 2019 to continuing these visits to AOH and Irish events, Divisions and State Boards. In early November, I attended the New York State Meeting and Testimonial for New York AOH President Victor Vogel in Melville, Long Island, and in mid-November I attended the Golden Bridges in Boston where the 10th Annual Dave Burke Golden Bridges Award was presented to Dave Barrett.

As we look forward to the start of 2019 with hope and anticipation of what it will hold, we look back upon 2018 with much thanks and gratitude for what we have accomplished as an organization. We also look back fondly and remember those who left us in 2018 and thank them for all that they did to make the AOH the great organization it is today!

My sincere best wishes to all my Brother and Sister Hibernians and their families for a Happy and Holy Christmas and a Happy, Healthy and Blessed New Year!

Please feel free to contact me at any time with comments, concerns or questions. My email address is: williansullivan@verizon.net

I want to wish my Hibernian brothers a very Merry Christmas and a joyful New Year. Looking ahead into 2019, how can we work on retaining our members? If you are the president of a division you need to imagine your members as your employees who work for your non-profit organization. With any company you want to know your employees, know where they live, what they work best at, how to keep in touch with them, and you want to keep them informed and be able to communicate with them individually.

If an employee misses work, do you call them to inquire why they didn’t come in? It’s the same thing with your membership. If they don’t show up a meeting or event, do you need to find out why they didn’t come and let them know they were missed. At work how many days of no shows, no calls from an employee before a light bulb goes off that you realize they aren’t coming back?

Keeping your members in touch with your division is very important. Their reasons for becoming a Hibernian may be diverse but letting them know what’s new and new opportunities for them to get involved will ensure that they feel part of the organization.

As a leader, you should have empathy and respect for the membership. Answer phones promptly, return calls on voice mail, reply to letters and emails within a reasonable time. Email is often the most efficient method of communication. Develop a system of sending emails direct from the database. Don’t forget to make some provision to use paper when required — you don’t want to exclude members who don’t use email.

Keep in regular contact with your members and let them know what your division is doing on their behalf. Managing your nonprofit organization requires knowledge of state regulations or applicable Internal Revenue Service (IRS) codes dictating the requirements for maintaining your nonprofit status. Also required are basic business management principles to keep the organization on a sound financial footing to meet its mission effectively. Understanding the aspects of nonprofit management will help you apply the appropriate management principles to your organization. Be good stewards for the AOH and know your by-laws and your National Constitution.

Create job descriptions for committee members, what the purpose of the committee is, and the scope of work and responsibilities of committee chairs and members.

Groom future board and committee members in advance of their service by recruiting potential officers and chairs to serve on committees. Show all committee members the job descriptions of committee chairmen and members; the committee’s budget; historical progress or results of the committee; any short- or long-range plans for the committee. As in business you don’t want a lot of turnover, you want your employees to succeed. How will your division grow in 2019?

Deadline for Feb. - March issue
All articles and photos are due no later than FEBRUARY 1, 2019

Email blast enables immediate Hibernian call to action!

The national email system provides an opportunity for the National Board to share information with members between publications of the Hibernian Digest. This system also gives us instant contact with our members when we need a call to action on any Hibernian issue.

Most recently, the call to action went live as Neil Cosgrove, Political Education Chairman, activated the system to promote the approval of Edward Crawford as Irish Ambassador.

Neil prepared a letter to be sent to each member of the Senate Foreign Relations committee. Then he prepared talking points and direct telephone numbers for each Senator.

Finally, we initiated a blast to every member in each state involved requesting immediate action.

If you do not receive our email blasts and wish to be a part of our call to action team, please be sure to get your email updated on your membership information. Your financial secretary can update your information today. We need you as part of our team.

Winter has arrived in New England! Though the calendar may show it still to be fall while I’m writing this, mid-November brought snow and well below average temperatures to most of the region. However, this early winter weather did not deter any Hibernian activities on all levels of our Order. Many Divisions are now planning Christmas activities, Installations and their Irish Heritage Month Celebrations.

We are happy to announce that the Hibernian Charity Board will again provide the funding for our 2019 Irish Way and Study Abroad Scholarships. In addition, the Hibernian Charity Board will increase the funding for each of these scholarships. The Irish Way Scholarship, which had been $500 for many years, will now be $1,000. Our Study Abroad Scholarships, which had been $1,000 for a full year of study in Ireland will now be $2,000. Likewise, scholarships for one semester of study in Ireland will increase from $500 to $1,000. My thanks to the Hibernian Charity and the AOH National Board for doubling the awards for these scholarships. This will provide big dividends for the Order in the future.

The Irish Way, which is a summer program for American High School students in Ireland, is under the auspices of the American Cultural Institute. The dates for the 2019 Irish Way Program are June 27 to July 21. For information and an application on the Irish Way please contact Carol Buck, either by email or U.S. mail. Carol Buck’s email address is cbuck@iaci-usa.org or you can write to her at The American Cultural American, PO Box 1716, Morristown, NJ 07962.

The National Board of the AOH offers two annual $2,000 Study Abroad Scholarships. The recipients of these scholarships must attend an accredited college or university in the United States and be accepted at an accredited college/university in Ireland.

Should not enough applications for the Study Year Abroad Scholarship be received then $1,000 Scholarships for Semester Abroad Programs or $1,000 Master’s Degree in Irish Studies Abroad Scholarships will be considered and granted when appropriate.

All these scholarships are available for the son or daughter or grandchild of an AOH member. An Application Request Form for both these scholarships is included in this issue of the Hibernian Digest.

Since our National Convention in Louisville, I have had the opportunity to visit and take part in many AOH and Irish-related events in the New England region. I look forward in 2019 to continuing these visits to AOH and Irish events, Divisions and State Boards. In early November, I attended the New York State Meeting and Testimonial for New York AOH President Victor Vogel in Melville, Long Island, and in mid-November I attended the Golden Bridges in Boston where the 10th Annual Dave Burke Golden Bridges Award was presented to Dave Barrett.

As we look forward to the start of 2019 with hope and anticipation of what it will hold, we look back upon 2018 with much thanks and gratitude for what we have accomplished as an organization. We also look back fondly and remember those who left us in 2018 and thank them for all that they did to make the AOH the great organization it is today!

My sincere best wishes to all my Brother and Sister Hibernians and their families for a Happy and Holy Christmas and a Happy, Healthy and Blessed New Year!

Please feel free to contact me at any time with comments, concerns or questions. My email address is: williansullivan@verizon.net
Wreaths Across America for the first time has named the Basilica of Old St Patrick’s Cathedral as a ceremonial site to honor the graves of veterans with a wreath at Christmas time. Monsignor Donald Sakano, NY County Chaplain and Pastor of Basilica of Old St Patrick’s Cathedral, joined AOH New York county members Tom Berne and Bill Duggan, Friendly Sons of St Patrick of Morristown, NJ, in placing wreaths at the Basilica cemetery. All Hibernians were welcomed to the ceremony, which commenced at noon on Saturday, December 15, 2018, to coincide with the ceremony at Arlington and 1,400 other cemeteries across the United States.

Congratulations to NY State AOH for winning best honors from the New York St. Patrick’s Day Parade. The 2019 Parade Grand Marshal is Dr. Brian O’Dwyer, Esq., our Cathedral as a ceremonial site to honor the graves of veterans with a wreath at New officers are elected for our Divisions, I am working with the Metro area leaders on the new Year in Westchester and Orange Counties. Life, a wonderful youthful religious order.

The Museum recently honored Tom at their annual Gov. Hugh Carey Gala. Pictured is Liam McNabb accepting the award from Museum Executive Director Dr. Elizabeth Stack.
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October and November were busy. New Jersey had their State Board meeting on Oct. 13 at Kidlare’s in Mercerville, NJ. Many topics were discussed. One that stood out was Immigration. Malachy McAllister updated us on his ongoing battle of the past 30 years. His hearing comes up in March 2019. Dan Dennehy came in from NY to advise us of the limited visas allotted to the Irish. If someone needs legal assistance, have them contact Dan and he will put that person in touch with those who have the experience.

The following day, Division 3 of Bucks County sponsored a Major Degree where 12 members received the lessons of our Order. I visited with the Corporal Bernard McCarthy Division 2 in Delaware at their Division meeting. This Division does fundraisers with the University of Delaware and another one on Black Friday at a department store. They sell hot dogs and soda to the shoppers for a dollar. The hotdogs are usually donated. This is an all-day event.

The first weekend in November, I attended the New York State Board meeting and State President Vic Vogel’s Testimonial. A good meeting and a great Testimonial. Matt Buckley, the Charities and Missions Chair, advised that the Charities and Missions reports are about Hibernians. When legislators ask, what does the AOH do, we can refer them to our charitable works. It is important that all Divisions understand the importance of the Charity and Mission Reports.

New Jersey Division 1 Gloucester County held a Major Degree on Nov. 10. Twenty-six members from PA & NJ received their Degrees.

Veterans Day, Nov. 11, started out with a memorial at Division 1 in Montgomery County, PA. From here I went to the Freedom For All Ireland annual fundraiser in Philadelphia. The Special Guest was Carmel Quinn from Ballymurphy. Her brother, John Lawerty, was one of those murdered in the 1971 massacre. She was 8-years-old at the time. You must see and hear her speech. The AOH Facebook site has her speech from the Cleveland event.

Congratulations to Pearse Kerr, the PA State Co-Chair for FFAI, on being inducted into the Delaware Valley Irish Hall of Fame. I hope you and your families have had a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year.

Applications for Project St. Patrick Grants have been mailed to the various dioceses and numerous seminarians have responded. The applications are being reviewed at this time and the selection process is underway. When completed, the appropriate applications will be sent to the National President and grants will be awarded. I am extremely proud of the Ancient Order of Hibernians for the care and responsibility that is given to our seminarians. The incentive may well make the difference in a young man’s drive to become a Priest.

I want to thank the many Hibernians who returned Project St. Patrick Cards and made a donation. Project St. Patrick Cards may be obtained by contacting me at vicvogel@yahoo.com. Your participation makes the difference! Thank You.

I wish each and every member a Happy and Healthy Christmas and New Year from Siobhan, our daughters Ashling and Cara, and I.

Irland gets Hibernian help in Irish E3 visa push

A Congressional Bill to add visas for the Irish sailed through the House of Representatives, and got challenged in the Senate. At the time of writing this article in early December, Hibernians in Oklahoma, North Carolina and Missouri are calling on their U.S. Senators to support nearly 5,000 bi-annual renewable visas for the Irish. Irish visa winners could bring their spouse and children to live and work in the U.S. as part of a reciprocal deal, which eases work and retirement rules and a path to Irish citizenship for Americans in Ireland. If successful, it will be the first dedicated renewable visas for Ireland in nearly 30 years. The AOH has, once again, proved that we are the only organization with such tremendous reach to legislators across the USA.

In the White House last Saint Patrick’s Day, Taoiseach Leo Varadkar proposed a reciprocal deal to President Trump. Although the original plan called for addressing undocumented Irish, the program that the White House finally agreed to involves the unused visas from Ireland’s 10,500 E3 visas. First granted in 2005, E3 visas were only for Australians, who never used more than half of the 10,500. These visas require at least a bachelor’s degree and do not address the undocumented Irish. But as Irish Senator Billy Lawless, who first spoke about the reciprocal deal at our National Convention in Louisville said, “it’s the best chance at immigration reform we have in 20 years.”

Wisconsin Republican Jim Sensenbrenner and Massachusetts Democrat Richie Neal sponsored the House bill. Speaker Ryan mandated that it be fast-tracked through the House, which could lead to a quick passage in the Lame Duck Congress. National AOH President Judge McKay and our Immigration Committee remained in constant communication with the Irish Embassy, Congressman Neal’s office and other legislative offices and focused on the leading legislators in both political parties. Brian O’Dwyer, our 2018 Sean MacBride Humanitarian Award Winner, urged his U.S. Representative Jerry Nadler over Thanksgiving to assist Neal and Sensenbrenner, and House Resolution 716 quietly passed the House in a procedure known as “unanimous consent.”

The Senate came next, and almost over night eight holds were placed on the bill by Republican Senators who wanted amendments added. Any such tweaks would scuttle the chances of the reciprocal deal, and time was short. By working with President McKay, Neil Cosgrove- National Political Educational Committee Chairman, the vigilant Keith Carney and our AOH National Immigration Committee, National Directors, National Liaisons, State Presidents and their members enabled constituents in each state to have an informed dialog directly to their Senators and their offices on the visa bill. Irish Ambassador Dan Mulhalla, his staff and Senator Billy Lawless, as well as many friends in Congress, recognize the vital role Hibernians have played in the effort. I close this article confident that we will win this and grateful for all the Hibernians who participated in this effort with our National President.

On December 3, Dennehy, center, assisted New York Irish Consul General Ciaran Madden and Fr. Brendan Fitzpatrick, pastor of St. Barnabas and Division 5 Woodlawn Chaplain, along with the Emerald Isle Immigration Center, Aisling Irish Community Center, and ILIR in hosting the consulate’s first-ever off-campus reception at St. Barnabas in Woodlawn, The Bronx. The reception welcomed the visiting Oireachtais Committee on Foreign Affairs, including Senator Billy Lawless, who met members of the Woodlawn and Yonkers community, including Hibernians from Bronx, Manhattan and Westminster.
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obstruction. Ms. Quinn’s tour was a huge success, speaking to packed halls with some attendees coming considerable distances to attend. A video of one of the talks has garnered over 10,000 views.

The Order hopes that through its support in raising awareness of their struggles that justice for the Ballymurphy families, and for all those seeking justice to resolve the legacy of the troubles, can no longer be denied.

Right To Life March

Looking to future events, the Order will once again be participating in the annual Right to Life March to be held in Washington, D.C. on Friday, January 18, 2019. All members who can are encouraged to attend and speak out for the unborn who cannot speak for themselves. More details will be forthcoming on the National website and by email, but a special request has been made for pipers to attend this year as a means of drawing even greater attention to this important cause.

“Qui tacet consentire videtur,” or “He who is silent is taken to agree.” Our oath commends us to always speak out in defense of our faith and heritage; it is important that you add your voice to ours.
Coming Home to the AOH Family – The Horans & the Dowds

By Don Connolly
District of Columbia State Organizer

Only four short years ago, AOH-DC Msgr Thomas M. Wells Division 3 consisted of a couple of guys getting together in the back booth of McGinty’s Pub. We began a concerted effort to recruit in Montgomery County, Maryland, and found a new home at the Rosensteel Knights of Columbus council in Silver Spring. The effort — we called it Project Lazarus — took off, and before long the Division was viable once again.

While visiting a Knights of Columbus council hall a few weeks ago in another part of the county, Past Grand Knight (and clubhouse manager) Mike Horan told me, “I’ve heard what you Hibernians are doing over at the other council hall a few weeks ago. We want you guys to start doing that here.” He went on to say that although he had never joined AOH, his father had been a Charter Member of Emerald Isle Division 1 in Ocean City, MD. Before long, Mike and his brother Bill were new members of their dad’s organization.

Mike went on to ask us to talk to some of the other Irish Catholics there, so Msgr Wells Division arranged an outreach session there in place of our regular monthly gathering. Some of the first men we talked to, Kevin and Brian Dowd, mentioned they had some family history with the AOH. Kevin picks up the narrative here:

“I am not sure when my father joined the Hibernians but I suspect it was shortly after he arrived in Washington, D.C., in 1917.

“My maternal grandfather, Martin Meenahan, was awarded a gold pin in 1900 for recruiting the most members to the AOH in the country that year and a smaller pin for recruiting the most members in Wilmington, Delaware.

“My father had a fierce love of his native country and would have sought out fraternal organizations soon after his arrival. I know the Irish at that time gathered in church halls and private homes to listen to Irish music and dance. This is how my father first became acquainted with my mother’s family.

“He was elected as National Director in 1946 and served four years and in 1950 as National Vice-President. In 1954, he was elected National President and proposed the change to a two-year term. He also used his influence as the head of the Capitol Police to lobby the Irish members of Congress in the fight against the partition of Ireland. He sponsored many Hibernian groups on trips to Capitol Hill for the thrill of their lifetimes.

“My father loved the Hibernians and worked tirelessly to make sure its membership rolls were filled. The D.C. area boasted of several divisions during this time including his beloved Commodore John Barry Division. In 1955, he was made an Honorary Life Member and from then until his death in 1971, he worked to make sure that the Hibernian banquet at the Mayflower Hotel was one of the biggest and most successful in the country.

“Shortly after his death and without the driving force of his personality, Hibernian numbers began to decline. There was a thriving local chapter at St. Raphael’s that had been renamed after my father but my brothers and I never joined.

“A few weeks ago, I ran into Don Connolly at the Knights of Columbus and he told me of a potential area rebirth. My youngest son, Brian, and I decided to join as a tribute to my father. My two older sons, Brendan and Patrick, will soon follow. I sincerely hope that the Hibernians grow into the force they once were. I am equally sure that my father is smiling down and cheering you on.”

Mike Horan, Kevin and Brian Dowd were initiated at a ceremony presided over by Division President Charles Burnham and State President JP Walsh on November 13.

D.C. Hibernian Banquet 1954 — Captain Mike Dowd escorts President Eisenhower through the banquet hall. In the background are Senator Eugene McCarthy, Minn., and Detective Daniel Slattery, AOH member.

As one who found and joined the AOH because of my grandfather’s membership a century ago, I invite all Hibernians to join me in saying, “Welcome Mike, Billy, Kevin, Brian, Brendan and Patrick into the family.”

By Tim McSweeney
Organizer

As we start the new year, it’s time to evaluate the overall welfare of our division. What are we doing well? Doing badly? And what can we improve upon? Increasing membership is always a discussion to include in your division evaluation. A solid recruitment plan is a great way to start the year. Elements of this plan should include:

• Gathering the proper recruitment material, which is available from your state or national organizer.
• Forming a division organizing committee. These are the Brothers who will take the lead and man recruitment tables, design recruitment displays and direct the face-to-face recruitment events.
• Targeting events to conduct recruitment at fairs, festivals, parades, dinners, lectures, etc. The month of March provides us with a tremendous amount of events at which to recruit. But don’t just target March, part of your plan should include everything all year long.
• Identify places where recruitment posters can be hung, Parish halls, libraries, community centers, bars, pubs, restaurants and any place of business.
• Lastly, your division should set a goal for recruitment. It can either be a set number or percent of your existing division membership.

I know that there are divisions that do not actively recruit. This will lead to your division closing. Don’t be the reason this happens; recruit, recruit, recruit!

I am more than happy to assist any division to develop a recruitment plan. Please contact me at newjack12007@yahoo.com or 518-961-1588.

By Paul Gowdy
Chairman

The so-called famine in Ireland was a defining event in the history of Ireland and Britain. It has left deep scars and bitterness in the Irish race for the disgraceful ignorance of the arrogant British government that ruled that time.

“That one million people should have died in what was then part of the richest and most powerful nation in the world, is something that still causes pain when we reflect on it today. Those who governed in London at the time failed their people.” These were the defining words of Prime Minister Tony Blair back in 1997, talking about AN GORTA MOR in Ireland. Their mis-management in Ireland resulted in the deaths of millions of Irish and forced a massive immigration to the USA, Great Britain and Australia.

As descendants of those who lived through that horrific period, the memory is always with us. We must never forget this wanton neglect of our Mother Ireland. As Hibernians we have a responsibility to our grief-stricken ancestors to aid those in our present communities who, due to circumstances beyond their control, face hunger daily.

Our National AOH Hunger project was implemented in the hope that our membership would reach out and help feed those unfortunate hungry families. What can we do to help those suffering adults and children?

I ask that every AOH state, county and division board to contemplate the appointment of a Hunger Project Chairman. Their prime responsibility is to encourage and implement a Hunger Program at their Board level. I also request that they report regularly with status reports of their Hunger programs to their local and National AOH boards.

I will be in regular contact with AOH Boards for updates on the progress with their ‘hunger’ assignments and projects.

Please communicate to me any projects that your AOH Board already performs. I will begin communicating with all AOH State boards, gathering information pertinent to current or some-time ‘Hunger’ projects in their jurisdictions.
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**Echoes of Irish History**

By Mike McCormack, AOH Historian

As 2018 ends, we recall that a century ago was a time of great change in Ireland. The Irish Parliamentary Party (IPP) goal of Home Rule, an Irish parliament under the Crown, was supported by many before 1916, but Britain’s reaction to the Rising struck them like an Irish Pearl Harbor. The British secretly court-martialed and murdered the leaders who should have been treated as war criminals; they unleashed nation-wide Martial Law, treating every Irishman as a rebel and Loyalists convinced Lloyd George to break off a piece of Ireland and give it to them. The reaction was predictable – no longer would Home Rule under the Crown do, for now, like the heroes of Easter Week, they wanted total independence.

Sean Fein, an insignificant party, gained strength by defending the Easter Week patriots. By 1918, they had four local election victories and became a new political force. Further, many Volunteer units re-formed as the Army of the Irish Republic and young women joined a reinvigorated Cumann na mBan. The Hibernian Rifles of the American Alliance folded their organization into the new IRA as the First Battalion, Dublin Brigade.

In 1918, Michael Collins, adjutant general of the Volunteers, became Director of Intelligence, establishing a network of spies among the police, the British army and even in Dublin Castle – Britain’s control center. His spies interrupted messages and Collins often had them before the intended recipient. In April, a British Report confirmed partition and concurrently, conscription was ordered in Ireland. Reaction saw an unlikely alliance of Church and Sinn Fein rally opposition. As America entered the war, reducing the need for more recruits, and Irish opposition growing, conscription was never enforced.

In May, the British blundered again, claiming an attempt by Sinn Fein to import German arms for another rising, 150 of the leaders. The so-called German Plot was found to be propaganda by Dublin Castle to destabilize growing nationalist sentiment. Collins had warned of the coming arrests and some escaped capture while others chose to be taken to secure a propaganda victory. The interment was significant since it took the accommodating leaders away while militant leaders, leading Collins’ war cabinet, persisted, allowing Collins to consolidate control and put the organization on a more military footing.

On July 4, the frustrated British finally banned Sinn Fein, the Gaelic League and Cumann na mBan and forbade public gatherings, including GAA games. The Gaelic Athletic Association (GAA), one of the largest organizations in Ireland, had always been nationalist and responded by arranging a program of 1,600 matches at 3 p.m. on August 4 calling it Gaelic Sunday. As many as 4,000 teams with nearly 100,000 players; took the field! The British ended their attempt to dictate to the GAA!

By the end of 1918, nationalism had grown considerably and the final nail in Britain’s political coffin was hammered by them selves when, at war’s end, Lloyd George called for a December election to insure his continued power. However, an act, passed in 1916 to defuse Republican ire after the botched handling of the Rising, extended the vote to men over 21 and women over 30. This put nationalists in a position to take the country by storm and they did so making 1918 a year of profound political change. When the votes were counted on December 28, Sinn Fein won 73 seats as opposed to 190’s 6 and Unionists’ 22. The 1918 Election was the last all-Ireland election; the first to allow women to vote; and the first to elect a woman (Countess Markievicz) to the British Parliament.

Then, on January 7, 1919, Sinn Fein’s elected members decided not to take their seats at Westminster; instead, they formed their own independent Parliament called Dail Eireann. On January 21, 24 members of Dail Eireann first met at Dublin’s Mansion House; in a roll call 35 names were in British prisons. They declared Ireland an independent Republic based on the principles of 1916, which led to the War of Independence that fought the Brits to the treaty table, resulted in the 26-county Free State and ultimately to a partial Republic of Ireland! That meeting, 100 years ago, was the most defining moment in Irish history!

---

**New York Hibernians**

If you know of a New York monument, memorial or plaque relating to Irish or Irish American history please let our NY State Historian know of it at ahobard@optonline.net. credit will be given to the provider in a new publication on the subject.

---

**2019 AOH Ireland Tour**

February 10 thru February 19

Dulle Occupancy $1,300

Working with Derry Blue Badge Tours, we have once again put together a tour of the North for 2019.

For more information, call 609-462-7056 or email paddyspeed@yahoo.com

---

**2019 AOH Ireland Tour**

by George J. Clough, Jr.

Past National Pres.

Last September, I attended the 40th Anniversary Dinner at Notre Dame of the Notre Dame-Hibernian Fund with Past National Director Alex McGarry. We enjoyed the report on how successful the Fund has been. The present value exceeds $2,600,000 and it has distributed over $1,600,000 in grants to over 80 scholarship students who were members of the AOH or the LAOH or sons and daughters of members and assistance to the CUSHWA CENTER for the study of American Catholicism.

Alex and I were the only members who were at Killarney for the National Convention in 1978 when the Fund was authorized. The approval was not easy as the men did not vote in favor but the ladies voted in favor, Alex was the spokesman for the Fund and was explained it to the Convention and received objections from Father Murray, a Holy Cross priest and Chaplain of the Division in South Bend, and the members from the District of Columbia who wanted Catholic University of America to be involved as the LAOH made a donation of $50,000 years ago but the money was still the same as when it was given. Msgr. Egan, who lectured at Notre Dame, was a member of the Order being sworn in shortly before he spoke in favor of the Fund. Alex, in view of his strong support in presenting the proposal to the Convention, was not reelected for his second term as National Director.

As we looked over the votes, National President Kennedy asked me what I thought of the National Director of Constitution and Ritual, could we combine the votes. I said since there was nothing in the Constitution to preclude it, we could. He then said what if we get a point of order from the floor, I informed him that after reviewing Roberts Rules of Order, I believe that if a Point of Order was raised, I was on firm grounds to rule such a motion out of order. Thus, the Resolution was adopted, this time what was to be a long relationship with the University of Notre Dame.

That year Actor Pat O’Brien was the Kennedy Medal winner. He was not in the best of health and we wondered how he would handle the Final Banquet. However, when I asked him if he would be able to chair the Final Banquet, he said, “I will get up to accept the award he got up and gave the “Win one for the ‘Gipper’” speech from the movie Knute Rockne All American and he sounded just as if it was 1940 again. This was a fitting end to a Convention that the AOH and LAOH forever connected to the University of Notre Dame and to collaborate on many joint projects in the future.
Standing with Ballymurry

During the recent New York State Board meeting, Worthy National President Judge McKay said one of the strengths of the AOH is that with a few phone calls, Brothers around the country will respond and accomplish a great deal. Carmel Quinn’s AOH-sponsored tour exemplified this strength. Over nine days, brothers in Philadelphia, New Jersey, Long Island, Washington, D.C., Albany, the Bronx, Manhattan and Cleveland organized major public events.

We also organized political meetings, which produced a public statement, by Senator Schumer, and received pledges of support for a new Congressional initiative by Congressmen and staff. The Irish Embassy honored the Ballymurry Massacre families hosting a reception whose importance will not be missed by the British.

AOH lawyer Marek Bialow for the families made headlines in the Irish-American papers, and also in the Irish News in Belfast.

Our AOH Marketing Team prepared a video of Carmel Quinn’s speech in Cleveland, which is being viewed across the country and in Ireland.

Ballymurphy is a fundamental test of legacy justice. If the British will not give justice, where innocents, including a Catholic priest waving a white handkerchief and the mother of 8 children are shot down, how do we get justice in any case where British troops are involved?

Victims’ families believe that American support is crucial in their fight for justice and count on the AOH to lead the way for them. They are deeply grateful for what we did to highlight Ballymurry and want to send more speakers to appeal for our help. We would like to bring speakers to more cities in the Midwest, New England etc.

Congressional Initiative

Last April, 16 Members of Congress joined a bipartisan letter sponsored by the AOH to the British Ambassador about legacy truth. The British Ambassador and colonial British Secretary Karen Bradley had to reply. Britain pays attention when American Congressmen and women are watching.

We are waiting for a Congressional draft letter on Ballymurry to be approved. Once we have the draft we will be asking members to meet with their own Congressmen and get them to join.

Christmas Appeal

You have received the Christmas Appeal mailing. Has your State Board, County Board and Division taken up this mailing at your meeting and joined the Christmas Appeal for Freedom For All Ireland? 

AOH donations to carefully chosen charities through money raised by the FFAI Annual Christmas Appeal, alongside our political and educational campaigns, are the cornerstone of our FFAI initiative.

Our National Officers are asking for a commitment from everyone to participate and support FFAI with a donation or fundraising event. Help make Freedoms For All Ireland, not an aspiration or endeavor but the reality for those Irish people still denied it.

Ireland’s Declaration of Independence

During our National Convention, a resolution was passed to commemorate the centenary of Ireland’s Declaration of Independence. On January 21, 1919, representatives elected in the 32 county election of 1918 assembled as a National Parliament, and voted Ireland’s Declaration of Independence. Like the signers of America’s Declaration, Irish patriots risked imprisonment or death at the hands of the colonial British government. We want to promote this proud event with state, city and local proclamations of Ireland’s Independence Day.

FFAI Monthly Bulletin

Please check for the monthly FFAI Bulletin on the New York State and National AOH websites. We want to give you monthly updates on key events in the north with short analysis and explanation.

Please contact me at MCGalvinEsq@aol.com
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I was very pleased about being given the opportunity to share a Veterans Day email message directly to our Hibernian veteran brothers. And I thank you for your kind responses. Vice President Danny O forwarded the email message for me – thank you, brother – and indicated that I’ll be able to generate messages on my own in the near future. That would be one great accomplishment that I was hoping for, so more of that to come. Stay tuned.

As reported before, I received a listing of all of the email addresses of the State Presidents, so I sent all of them an email asking for them to respond with the contact information for all of the State Veterans Affairs Chairmen. Many have responded with that information or with a promise to fill the position in their upcoming State Board agendas. Hopefully, that will also enable better communications with the States, then hopefully County and Division Chairmen.

I continue to consult with brother Danny Eakins of Ohio and have recently written to AOH webmaster Jeff Nisler about working to update the AOH National Veterans webpage with current and meaningful content. Hopefully by the next edition of the Digest, we will be able to announce the updates to that page. Many thanks to Danny and Jeff for their professional assistance with this effort.

I was informed recently that the National Secretary’s office has sent out the latest Division rosters for their annual review by the Financial Secretaries. PLEASE include in your review an assessment of who is or is not marked as a military veteran. I would ask the veterans reading this column to please check with your Secretary to ensure that your status is updated. We can’t communicate with each other if we don’t know that you’re a veteran. You’ve earned this recognition; please help us make sure that our records are correct. Thanks!

Don’t forget that with Division elections recently completed and swearing-in ceremonies to commence, these are great opportunities to present your Division veterans with their Hibernian Veterans Pin. I keep hearing of more and more Divisions around the country performing presentation ceremonies that we are all so proud of. Our veterans deserve to be recognized, and this small token of appreciation will mean a lot to them and the brothers of your Divisions. If you need pins, please order them through the form on the National website and/or contact the National Secretary for help. If you need my assistance, please write to me and I’ll be happy to assist.

Albany Vets Pin

Albany Division 5 honored its members that served in the United States Armed Forces at an event chaired by Peter Lounsbery on November 9th at the Albany Hall. Division 5 President Tim Carey presented Albany AOH veterans with the new AOH USA Veterans pin after a brief program featuring remarks by Albany County Legislature Chairman and Division 5 brother, Andrew Joyce. Food and refreshments were enjoyed after the presentation.

South Carolina

The Mass of the Roses

St. Gregory the Great Parish in Bluffton, SC, is home to a large and vibrant Hispanic community. Each year there is a day-long festival in honor of Our Lady of Guadalupe, which concludes with a procession and celebration of the Mass of the Roses. The Bishop Patrick Lynch Division was once again honored by our Hispanic brothers and sisters in Christ to play a significant role in the festive procession and Mass that followed.

Left: Past President Richard Kearns placed a dozen red roses at the feet of the Virgin of Guadalupe during Mass.

Under the colors, brothers from the Bishop Patrick Lynch Division processed into Saint Gregory the Great Church for the annual Mass of the Roses in honor of Our Lady of Guadalupe.
Ireland’s sons and daughters deserve to be honored and recognized and appreciated. March is a time to celebrate Irish pride, but also a time to educate, and sadly we must educate too many of our own, as to why we are proud.

We as Hibernians have a duty to promote Irish American Heritage Month. On the National Board level we continue to advocate for parity of treatment of Irish American Heritage Month on par with the rightful celebration of other heritages. We will again look for a “win-win” as we have had in previous years in actively promoting Irish American Heritage and the Ancient Order of Hibernians in the media and on the internet. Last year’s Irish American Heritage Month video reached 3,000 people, and each view promoted both our heritage and the Order. We will continue our Irish American profile series, one profile alone reached 7,000 people. Topping this will be a challenge, but it is a challenge we fully embrace. I ask one favor of each of you: when you see these Irish American Heritage Month articles, videos, etc., on Facebook please Like and Share. If even a small percentage of our membership did this Irish American Heritage Month could no longer be ignored.

We need your help brothers in establishing and reinforcing Irish American Heritage Month. As the media covers your parades and dances be sure to mention the importance of Irish American Heritage Month. Take on as a division project or event “in honor of Irish American Heritage Month.” Consider promoting Irish American Heritage Month and your division by engaging your local media and proposing a story on the contribution of the Irish in your community both past and present and the role your division is playing.

What a natural recruitment opportunity!

Edmund Burke once noted, “People will not look forward to posterity who never look backward to their ancestors.” Concerning the AOH, truer words were never spoken. If we do not promote ourselves, if we do not do more than pay lip service to “Irish pride,” if we surrender the message of St. Patrick’s Day to a green-tinted carnival of stilt walkers and dancing bears, then the future of our heritage and Order is bleak. I call upon you all to take March as an opportunity to reacquaint yourself with your heritage and promote with the dignity, joy and pride that our ancestors deserve.

Kevin Barry Division Special Mass

Annually, the Kevin Barry Division 3, in Indianapolis, Indiana, has a Mass said for members who passed away during the year. This year the Mass was held at 10:00, on Sunday morning, October 21, at the Division’s home parish St. Philip Neri Church. The Hibernians recognized and honored Raymond Mellen, Thomas McHugh, Bob Cavanaugh, Robert J. Dangler, Robert Baxter, Philip E. Curran and Thomas Patrick Burke. It was announced that all surviving charter members will be honored and recognized in 2019 annual St. Patrick’s Day Celebration in Indianapolis.

The special Mass celebration continued with a reception of coffee and AOH-supplied donuts in the parish social center.

By Phil Gallagher

On the weekend of September 15-16 in Roscommon, Ireland, two of Connecticut’s own were honored with an invitation to speak at the Ruari O’Bradheadh Autumn School. Waterbury AOH President and Connecticut FFAl Chair Joseph O’Flaherty and New Haven County FFAl Chair Peadar Mac Maghnuis gave an overview of the accomplishments and future plans of the Erie Nua United States Campaign.

Brother Mac Maghnuis cited the mission of the Erie Nua U.S. Campaign: “Its mission is to secure the support of the United States Senate and House of Representatives to end partition of Ireland in the context of a British withdrawal from the six occupied Irish counties, followed by the establishment of a 32-county federal Irish Republic as outlined in the Erie Nua document. It is our goal to meet and speak with U.S. policymakers to create a pathway for Congressional hearings to create change in U.S. policy that currently supports a partitioned Ireland.”

The two FFAl Chairmen stated the Erie Nua U.S. Campaign is planning for the 100th anniversary of Dáil Éireann in 2019. It is planning a simulation session creating the Dáil Uladh (Dáil Ulster) with representations from the nine counties in Ulster. It will be a provincial Dáil model, based on Éire Nua. It will be an initial demonstration/discussion for a New Ireland federal republic government model that could become a reality in a new 32 County Constitution that would be written following a British withdrawal from Ireland!

The month of November saw Connecticut Hibernians replicating the good that they have done in the past. Both Danbury and New London sponsored Masses to honor their deceased members while the AOH Veterans Committee in Waterbury continued their exceptional work for local Veterans by hosting a pancake breakfast for their benefit. In addition the Waterbury AOH as usual awarded three scholarships to students attending Sacred Heart and Holy Cross High Schools.

The JFK Division of Bridgeport once again embarked on their Shamrock matching program, which annually raises $3,000 to provide a Merry Christmas for the Kids at Sister Thesena Trenchbly’s Pre School and Rescue Mission.

Stamford Hibernians completed the month of November with good cheer and song at their annual Christmas cocktail party on the 30th.

I would like to send accolades to Tommy Hennessy of Danbury and Bob Pawson of Waterbury on being named Hibernians of the Year by their brother Hibernians in recognition of their contributions.

Don’t forget to check out Sacred Heart University’s, digitalcommons.sacredheart.edu/irish_hiber

For news or info contact me at: jpgallagherct@sbcglobal.net

In this classic AOH legacy photo taken in July of 2002 at the former Carbon County jail in Jim Thorpe, Pennsylvania, the late Joe Dolan of the Albany Irish Historical Museum, Past National Director Phil Gallagher, Past National Archivist Michael Cummings, the late Tom O’Malley of the Scranton AOH, Past National Director John Kane, National Historian Mike McCormick and Deputy National Historian Tom Conway stand below the famous hand print of Alex Campbell who imprinted it on the wall of his jail cell to proclaim his innocence the night before his execution, for being accused of being a Molly McGuire, which took place on June 21, 1877. The hand imprint remains to this day. The Hibernian crew were assembling a museum exhibit entitled ‘The Story of the Ancient Order of Hibernians.’

Peadar Mac Maghnuis and Joseph O’Flaherty in Roscommon giving an overview of the accomplishments and future plans of the Erie Nua United States Campaign.

(photo by Robert K. White)
Massachusetts

By Charlie Sinclair

In May 2019, the Massachusetts AOH and LAOH will gather to celebrate their 100th Biennial Convention at the Seacoast Hotel in Falmouth, MA. The committee has been working for many months to ensure that this will be an event to remember. Co-Chairpersons for the Convention are Jack Lahey, Massachusetts AOH State President, and Margaret O’Connor, LAOH State Vice President. More information on this event will follow in the next edition of the Hibernian Digest.

Here is a sampling of AOH events and activities that are taking place across the Bay State.

Division 8 Lawrence: On November 1, Division 8 kicked off their annual FFAI Christmas Appeal Fundraiser. The Division Members have pledged a donation of $1000 for the Christmas Appeal. On December 12, the Division’s Christmas Party was held at the Claddagh and the 2019-2020 Installation of Officers will take place January 27, following a Mass at Sacred Hearts Church in Bradford, MA, celebrated by their Chaplain, the very Rev. John Delaney V.F.E. A reception will follow the Mass and Installation.

Division 18 Salem: The Division thanks Melanie Provost for chairing the Division’s Annual Thanksgiving Food Drive and our members who donated so generously to this cause. All donations received were given to Haven for Hunger in Peabody, MA. We also thank Sue Quirk for chairing our Angel Tree for the Salvation Army and our members that gave gifts for the children. This was another great job for putting smiles on the faces of those most in need.

Division 36 Worcester: On November 28, Division 36 hosted the Massachusetts State Board AOH and LAOH Branch, and the State Boards were honored with a visit by the Consul General of Ireland of Boston, Shane Cahill, a supporter of Division 36 and the Worcester Hibernian Cultural Center. The Installation of Officers will take place at an Installation Brunch on January 6, at 12:30 p.m. in the Kerry Room at the Cultural Foundation.

Irish Road Bowling Fundraiser a Hit for Charity and Recruiting

Bishop Whelan Division in Wheeling, WV held its annual Irish Road Bowling fundraiser on September 15. There were 851 bowlers at the fundraiser.

Bishop Whelan Division uses Irish Road Bowling (Ból an bhóthair) as its major fundraiser. Nine years ago the division decided it needed an event to raise funds. With Brother Craig O’Leary in the lead, some members attended a road bowling event in Kingwood, WV to determine if road bowling could be organized in Wheeling. Members took what they saw and fine-tuned it to meet the organization’s goal to put on their own event. The money raised supports many local charities and the event has inadvertently become a major membership drive, as new members join each year after taking part and learning about the AOH.

Road Bowling has been played for centuries in Ireland. A mainly rural sport, its premise is simple. The game is played along a meandering country road with curves and hills and the road, or course, may be as long as one or two miles. Typically, two players alternate taking a turn throwing a heavy iron ball or bowl (just smaller than a softball) underhand along the road. The winner is the one who can navigate the planned course in the fewest number of throws. What makes the game a bit more interesting is that residents of the area follow the participants and make bets throughout the game. These crowds make for great craic (good fun) and time well spent with family and friends. The roads usually are not closed off players have to keep an eye on vehicles sharing the road. The game is played mainly in the Counties Cork and Armagh.

In West Virginia the sport has grown since the mid-1990’s with currently almost 20 road bowling events each year. It is played somewhat differently than in Ireland with team play and less emphasis on betting. At the annual Wheeling game each participant pays a fee which includes bowling, dinner, music and drinks. In 2010, the first year of the event, 26 teams participated while 2018 had 168 teams, while in 2018 the number of teams grew to 168. The large amount of teams and players give Wheeling a claim to the largest road-bowling event in the world.

After the last iron ball has been bowled, the bowlers as well as those watching on the sidelines were invited to catered meal with live Irish music performed by Brigid’s Cross. The party lasted well into the evening.

A trophy, named in honor of Fr. Jeremiah McSweeney, was awarded to the team that had the fewest throws. Fr. McSweeney, originally from Rossmore, Co. Cork, has ministered to Roman Catholics throughout West Virginia since his arrival in the 1970’s. He attends the event each year.

The funds raised are used to assist those in need in the Wheeling area. Not only is the event for a good cause, but it has increased the popularity of road bowling in West Virginia and created a great outing for family and friends. The road bowling is open to all who want to participate. However, the success has born so great that the division is considering having to put a cap on the number of participants for future games.

Irish Road Bowling in Kansas

The Fr. Donnelly Division, Johnson County, Kansas successfully concluded two Irish Road Bowling scores during 2018. The spring and fall competitions are rapidly becoming “can’t miss events” within the region’s Irish community and all “bullet” throwers. This past October’s “score” (proper term for an Irish Road Bowling ‘event’) was held in a fine mist, much like an Irish morning, with 63 teams of four players each competing over a 1 1/4 mile course at the Wyandotte County Park. The winning team came in with a score of 19 throws. The Division was delighted to learn a team traveled over 800-miles from San Antonio and promised to return.

The great fun and competition has the serious purpose of raising money to support two important local charities and at the Division’s November meeting, checks were presented to Sonny Wilson, Executive Director of the Surviving Spouse and Family Endowment Fund (SAFE) and to George Noonan, Executive Director of the Duchesne Clinic located in Kansas City, Kansas.

SAFE, sponsored by the Kansas City Metropolitan Crime Commission, provides immediate funding support to the families of first responders killed in the line-of-duty. The Division’s relationship with SAFE extends back to the initial Irish Road Bowling event in 2014. The annual spring scores have always included a separate braggadocio match among area firefighters and police officers in the “Red/Blue Roll-off.”

The Duchesne Clinic provides health care to the uninsured and underinsured of Wyandotte County. The Duchesne Clinic is a component of the northeast Kansas Catholic Caritas Clinics, begun by the Sisters of Charity of Leavenworth County.

The Donnelly Division received support for its IIB efforts from many sponsors, including Barry Law and JR and Company, and even gets donations from its KCMO brothers in the Pease Division and good friend Terry Katz of Weston, Missouri’s Celtic Ranch.

West Virginia

We wish all our Brother and Sister Hibernians a very Merry Christmas and a Happy and Healthy New Year. And that’s the way we see it in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. God Bless!

Kansas

Alabama

Father Trecy Division honors its veterans

The Father Trecy Division hosted a special ceremony to recognize and honor its veterans. During the ceremony, each of the Division’s veterans were named with their respective service. For the veterans in attendance, the Division president individually presented an AOH veteran’s pin in recognition of their valuable contribution to our nation.

Pictured at the Father Trecy Division veterans ceremony were, from left, Michael Bollinger, Stephen Robinson, Gerard Delaney, and David Gray.
Out of the Darkness

On April 6, 2017, the St. Charles AOH Michael J Roarty Division 1 lost its youngest member, Joshua Thomas, to suicide. Joshua was a college student at Truman State University when he passed away just eight days shy of his 19th birthday.

According to the American College Health Association, the suicide rate among young adults, ages 15-24, has tripled since the 1990s and suicide is currently the second most common cause of death among college students.

In response to this tragedy the Michael Roarty Division of the AOH sponsored a team at the Out of the Darkness community walk on September 30 at Creve Couer Park. Money raised at this walk goes to support the American Foundation for Suicide Prevention. The Michael Roarty Division set a goal of $5,000 as it would cover the cost of placing an Interactive Screening Program on a college campus; something that was not available at Truman State University when Joshua lost his life. At the time of the walk the team had raised $6,455.

Additionally, the Hibernians went about educating the public on Catholic teaching on suicide. There is a widely held belief that the church teaches that anyone who loses their lives to suicide is automatically condemned to hell. Because of this, many turn away from the church in despair. However, the Catechism teaches us that “Grave psychological disturbances, anguish, or grave fear of hardship, suffering or torture can diminish the responsibility of the one committing suicide. We should not despair of the eternal salvation of persons who have taken their own lives. By ways known to him alone, God can provide the opportunity for salutary repentance. The Church prays for persons who have taken their own lives” (CCC 2282-2283). To combat this misconception, the Hibernians gave out 1,500 pamphlets entitled “Divine Mercy After Suicide” as well as 1,500 rosaries to provide healing and hope to those who desperately need it.

To find out how your division can help fight suicide and contribute to the Catholic response contact us at suzmic76@gmail.com.

Pearse Division Awards Kansas City Scholarships

Annually the Padraig Pearse Division 1, Kansas City Missouri awards $500 scholarships to four-five area students attending Catholic high schools. As in past the August awards were attended by the Most Reverend James V. Johnston, Bishop of the Kansas City-St. Joseph diocese. The Bishop brings a good deal of formalism and ceremony to the program but is happy to share a laugh with the Hibernians, winners and family and friends attending.

Judging was conducted by 13 Hibernian volunteers who evaluated the 20 student entries on their volunteer, religious, academic and extracurricular activities and then scored a 500-word essay. Entries are blinded so judges do not know the names or schools of competitors.

Each year a different topic is selected for the essays, in 2018 the topic focused on the United States history of immigration with the title “Tell an Irish-American Story.” Topics ranged from the more familiar, President John Kennedy, to more obscure but worthy Irish-Americans.

In 2018, the Kansas City Irish Fest continued its partnership and presented one of the awards, resulting in a fifth scholarship award presented by Fest-Founder Ed Follis. A highlight to the evening was awarding scholarships to a brother and sister; Josh and Anna Freerker. Josh’s essay was on Kilkenny-born James Holan who would migrate and as an architect design the White House. Anna entered with a paper about Dublin-native Mary Francis Clark who founded the Sisters of Charity and schools and hospitals for immigrants and Native Americans.

Other winning authors and their essay topics were: Olivia Powel, daughter of Hibernian Brian Powell, and the Irish Fest Scholarship Winner for her essay on Mother Jones; Olivia Ervie, granddaughter of Pearse’s Tom McGuire, writing about Father Edward Flanagan; and, Anna Cernich who chose the late, much loved, Kansas City Bishop Raymond Boland.

New Jersey

Lecture on Ballymurphy in NJ

On November 12, Carmel Quinn spoke at the Bayshore Catholic Center in Middletown, NJ hosted by the Vol. Patrick Torphy Division II. She was joined by FFAI Chairman Martin Galvin, Malachy McAllister and Tommy Quinn. AOH and LAOH members from Jersey City to Cape May were present to listen to the Appeal. It was a highly informative, inspirational and provocative evening.

The Ballymurphy Massacre was a series of incidents in August 1971 in which the 1st Battalion, Parachute Regiment, of the British army killed 11 civilians in Ballymurphy, Belfast, Northern Ireland, as part of Operation Demetrius. The shootings were later referred to as Belfast’s Bloody Sunday, a reference to the killing of civilians by the same battalion in Derry a few months later.

In 2016, Sir Declan Morgan, the Lord Chief Justice of Northern Ireland, recommended an inquest into the killings as one of a series of “legacy inquests” covering 56 cases related to the Troubles. These inquests were delayed as funding was not approved by the Northern Ireland Executive. The former Stormont first minister, Arlene Foster, of the DUP, deferred a bid for extra funding for inquests into historic killings in Northern Ireland, a decision condemned by the human rights group Amnesty International. Foster confirmed she had used her influence in the devolved power-sharing executive to hold back finance for a backlog of inquests connected to the conflict. The High Court said “her decision to refuse to put a funding paper on the Executive basis was unlawful and procedurally flawed.”

National Hibernian Digest, December 2018 - January 2019
A Tale of the Wren

The celebration of Christmas in Ireland does not end with the setting of the sun on Christmas day; it extends a full 12 days. Any feast that falls in that period is part of the celebration. Saint Stephen’s Day, December 26, is one such feast.

In early times, the children of Ireland would begin the day with a hunt for a small wren which they would kill and place in a little box. Today, a box decorated with feathers simulates the victim satisfying bird-lovers and saving the trouble of the hunt. These Wren Boys, as they’re called, dress in old clothes in as many combinations as imagination allows. They then carry the ‘victim’ and some musical instruments, pots and pans, centering around a Bodhran (one sided drum) as they go from door to door, singing the traditional Wren Song and collecting pennies as a reward and to ‘bury the wren’. They are following a ritual that was old before the Christian gospel was first preached in the hills of Galilee. But what had the little wren done to be hunted down through history? An ancient Druidic lesson tells that the wren was condemned to by his fellow birds because, he used trickery to oust the eagle from the kingship of all birds; the story was a lesson to children about the virtues of honesty.

With the coming of Christianity, Celtic feasts and dieties were changed. The Christian version relates that the wren flew from a bush betraying the hiding place of St. Stephen who was captured and martyred as a result and the day became St. Stephen’s day when all good men should hunt and kill the little beast in his memory, adding one more measure of religious significance to the season.
Nebraska

August Recognition for Hibernian Christmas Cheer

The Father Flanagan Division of Omaha, Nebraska were honored with a prestigious award at the annual Madonna School Celebration this past August. In recognizing the Division as the “2018 Honoree of the Year” the school noted the Division “has been among the staunchest supporters of Madonna School since the very earliest days back in the 1960s. The jolly Irishmen took up the cause of helping Sister Mary Evangeline and her special students, and they have never strayed from their kindness to all our students and families.”

The recognition highlighted the annual Christmas party where a full-chicken luncheon is served for the entire student body, faculty and staff. The day included a Christmas Carol sing-along and a Hibernian dressed as Santa O’Claus. In addition, fundraising work throughout the year with a special focus on operating a fireworks stand over the 4th results in the Division delivering as much as $5,000 in some year to help fund the ongoing operations of the school.

As noted in the recognition the Division has dedicated more than five decades to support the school which has a mission to help students and adults with cognitive and developmental disabilities to become as independent as possible. Madonna comprises four elements: a K-12 school for students with intellectual and developmental disabilities, a Life Skills Transition Program for those 18-21 years old, Madonna Employment Services for adults on their way to competitive employment, and Madonna Community-Based Services for adults not ready for employment.

It is impossible to tell who has more fun at the Christmas Party the children receiving their gifts or the Hibernians making a joyful Christmas possible for the entire Madonna School family.

Former and current AOH-Father Flanagan Presidents, from left, Chris Roh, Michael McCarrville, Hugh Spellman, Larry Bradley, Richard Fitzgerald, Tim Lonergan and Madonna School President Jon Burt.

Delaware

Supporting local parishes, schools

Members of the Corporal Bernard McCarron Division in Newark, Delaware worked the Blue Hen Beer Garden during the 2018 Football Season at Delaware Stadium. This is the sixth season that the Division has worked the Beer Garden at UD football games. Funds received by the Division are used to support various Catholic charities, including the four parishes in Newark and Bear Delaware, as well as the Society of St. Vincent de Paul at each parish, local Catholic schools and Catholic Campus Ministries at the University of Delaware as well as other Non-Profit community organizations.

Pictured prior to the Delaware-Villanova football game on November 17, from left, Bernie Sauppee, Brian J. Phelan, James Maney, Joe Krankemann, Matthew Turner, President Ed Burke, Mike Quirk, Dan Holmes and Mike Butler.

Florida

Division makes donations

Members of Lake Co. Florida, Div. 1 sponsored the presentation “The Shroud of Turin Encounter,” given by international expert Russ Breault. The event provided for donations of $700 each to The Paulist Fathers Seminary and the Diocese of Orlando Seminarians. Seminarians are a major recipient of donations from the Division. Another recent recipient was Hands of Mercy Everywhere, a maternity home in Bellview, which received $1,000.

Division Treasurer Jim Judge presents a $700 check to Father Mariusz Dymek, Pastor of St. Mark the Evangelist Parish, in Summerfield, FL. St. Mark is staffed by the Paulist Fathers. Other members of the Division present were Division President Joe Farrell, Secretary John Gaffney, Leo Falon, Frank Noonan and Chuck Novotny.

Illinois

From Dublin to Illinois

At the November meeting, longtime member of the Irish American Heritage Center and Dublin native Peter Corrigan joined Illinois Division 32 at the urging of his friend and marshal, Gerry Holley. In addition, Historian Gerry Loughran gave an informative address on the life of Michael Collins including how he was murdered in 1922 in his home county. Emphasis on the AOH guiding principles of Friendship, Unity and Christian Charity is the drive behind Division 32’s goal to reach 100 members in 2019.

Also at the meeting, several social events were scheduled including the Lourdes Soup Kitchen Thanksgiving turkey dinner for the less fortunate, the annual Division Christmas party, the Christmas dinner for the less fortunate at the Our Lady of Lourdes Soup Kitchen, a Texas Hold ’em tournament at The Six Penny Bit Pub to benefit the Freedom For All Ireland Fund and the Division’s St. Patrick’s Day party at De Paul Prep High School. Additional information and photos can be found at Facebook AOHAOF.

Pictured prior to the Delaware-Villanova football game on November 17, from left, Bernie Sauppee, Brian J. Phelan, James Maney, Joe Krankemann, Matthew Turner, President Ed Burke, Mike Quirk, Dan Holmes and Mike Butler.

Division 59 President Tim Noonan

Illinois Armistice

On November 8th, three days before the centennial anniversary of Armistice Day, Division 59 President Tim Noonan, Terry Cornell and Joe McGovern along with the American Gold Star Mothers, rededicated the long-forgotten Chicago Council of Gold Star Mothers monument, which has been restored to its original specifications ensuring that the Gold Star Mother’s monument will not be forgotten.

The monument is situated on a commanding vista in the forest preserve, between an outdoor classroom and a child’s play area, so everyone can learn of the sacrifices that our military and their families continue to endure to this day.
Tá eagsúlachtaí i Montréal Ceanadá, Baisleac Notre-Dame. Tá a chéile i Sháisín Mhaighdean Mháire, agus tá an teideal bháisín agus oireachtas faoi aimsir. I mí na bhliana, tá a lorgadh agus a lónadh faoi an fhoireann. Tá a chéile i Sháisín Mhaighdean Mháire, agus tá an teideal bháisín agus oireachtas faoi aimsir. I mí na bhliana, tá a lorgadh agus a lónadh faoi an fhoireann.
Pennsylvania

Pennsylvania’s Irish Thunder’s 25th Anniversary

The Irish Thunder Pipes and Drums celebrated the band’s 25th Anniversary on October 20. With three hundred people attending the event it was a really good night for the band and family members. Special recognition was given to Piper Bob Kirkpatrick. Bob was one of the original band members back in 1993 and is still a member of the band after 25 years.

The idea of having a bagpipe band came about and Jack Rossiter met with Tom Canty, who was a retired police officer and a piper who started the Emerald Society Pipe Band in 1972. Rossiter spoke to Canty about the Ancient Order of Hibernians Notre Dame Division of Montgomery County, Pa. The division at the time was only going on its third year and became the biggest AOH in the state of Pennsylvania.

And so it began on December 1993 six would be pipers showed up for practice under Pipe Major Canty. With advertisement in the Irish Edition and AOH Newsletter about the formation of the band seven more members joined that included two drummers. Tom Canty himself also became an AOH member.

The band played its first performance at the AOH Irish Festival in September of 1994. They only knew a couple of tunes but made such an impression on the people attending the festival that a few more AOH members joined the band. Piper Chris Dougherty made a recommendation that the band be call Eireannach Toirneach, which is translated from Gaelic as Irish Thunder. The Irish Thunder became the very first AOH Pipe Band in the state of Pennsylvania.

In 1995 Canty returned to his native Ireland. Anthony Fucito was elected Pipe Major. Anthony played with Saffron Kilts in New York. In 1997 Frank Larkin took over as Pipe Major. Frank had played in several band in the New York area over the years including Saffron and Nassau County Fire Department, of which he was the Pipe Major.

In 2002 Frank Larkin stepped down as Pipe Major and Cullen Kirkpatrick took over and is still the Pipe Major of Irish Thunder. In 2017 the band came out with its first CD “An Irish History Lesson.” The band averages twenty five events a year and practice on Wednesday nights at the AOH club house in Bridgeport and are always looking for new members. You can check the band out on IrishThunder.org or Facebook Irish Thunder Pipes and Drums.

Honoring our heroes

On the Eve of Veterans Day, the Ancient Order of Hibernians from Msgr. William Farrell, Division 2, Lackawanna County, PA, started their evening with a Mass at Saint Rose Church in Carbondale, followed by a dinner at the rooms of the Trinity Club.

This very special honor highlights the many veterans of the Brotherhood. The Order has a special lapel pin Honoring Our Heroes. The Master of Ceremonies was Division Vice President Frank Burnett and the Honor of pinning the Vets was done by Brother Michael Rogan, United States Army from JFK, Division 1, Scranton. Assisting Brother Rogan was AOH PA State President Joe Hosie and Division President Jeff Sears.

Photo of just a sampling of the many AOH/LAOH Members packing food boxes for the hungry at Amen to Action the morning after Thanksgiving at The Pittsburgh Convention. Fr. Joe Mele, Allegheny Div. 4, helped organize the event and Bishop David Zubik, Allegheny Division 4, led the prayer service before the 4000 volunteers started preparing and packing food. And a note from Fr. Joe read: “Brothers and Sisters, I can’t thank all of you enough. I thought it was fantastic when so many of you wore your green pull overs and other jackets. I sincerely hope I can return the favor to all of you somehow. You were great. The Irish always help when needed! God bless you and your families especially at Christmas!”

Division Members with $20,000 Scholarship Fund Proceeds.

Donation to Holy Family

AOH Division 5, Bucks County, recently donated $4,000 to the Holy Family Regional School, Levittown, PA. The donation will be used by the Technology Department to purchase Chromebooks for classroom use. From left, AOH members Tom Groat, Dan Keelan, Tony O’Malley, Holy Family Principal Kara Haggerty and Holy Family Technology Director Mary Ann Conway.

Scholarships awarded

The Joseph E. Montgomery AOH Division 65, Philadelphia County, sponsored a golf outing on September 27 at the Springfield Country Club. The proceeds went toward the Division Scholarship Fund that helps needy incoming freshmen attend Catholic high school. This year, the Division Awarded $10,000 each to Cardinal O’Hara High School and Benner & Prendergast High School. Division 65 has awarded more than $35,000 in scholarship money toward Catholic education over the last three years. The 120-year-old Philadelphia County Division was the first to name a Division after a living Brother, who served as President for over 40 years. For more information on Division 65, which meets in Delaware County, visit their website @ aoh65.com.

Division, from left, Jim Larkin, Navy; Mike Rogan, Army; Joe Moran, Marines; Standing, from left, Frank Burnett, Div. Vice Pres., Tom Moffitt, Marines; Ralph Benson, Navy; Mike Hosie, Navy; Rich Ruggiero, Army; John Ketchick, Army; Bob Rogers, Navy; Jim Roche, Army; Tom Opell, Air Force; Ken Moran, Army; Joe Connor, Navy; Pat Moran, Navy; Jeff Sears, Division President.

AOH Division 5, Bucks County, recently donated $4,000 to the Holy Family Regional School, Levittown, PA. The donation will be used by the Technology Department to purchase Chromebooks for classroom use.
AOH stands with Ballymurphy at Embassy, Congress

An Irish Embassy reception, with key members of Congress, and major public events in Albany, Cleveland, Philadelphia, the Bronx, New Jersey, Manhattan and Long Island heard Carmel Quinn’s call to “stand with us” in the fight for Ballymurphy justice. Senate Minority Leader Chuck Schumer became the first Congressman to issue a public statement, while other Congressmen promised support for Ballymurphy truth. Ms. Quinn, the sister of John Laverty, one of the 11 victims of the Ballymurphy Massacre, was in the United States in a tour organized by the AOH.

Irish Embassy

Ms. Quinn was hosted at a reception in honor of the Ballymurphy Families at the Irish Embassy. She was introduced by Deputy Chief of Mission Michael Lonergan. She gave a moving description of the murder of each of the 11 victims, including Fr. Hugh Mullan, a Catholic priest waving a white cloth, a grandmother Joan Connolly, and Ms. Quinn’s own brother John Laverty, over a three day period, after the British reintroduced Internment without charge or trial on August 9, 1971.

Ms. Quinn said her own mother had wanted the world to know that her son was innocent and that the British had not only murdered 11 people but had lied and unjustly labeled all of the victims as gunmen or gunwomen to justify murders. The reception was attended by Irish government officials, many members of our Order, Congressional staff and members of the Irish American Unity Conference.

The AOH National Freedom For All Ireland Chairman Martin Galvin noted, “The very fact that the Irish government would support these Irish victims of British injustice by giving them a platform and formal reception at this time is an important and profoundly welcome statement.”

Senate

Sen. Chuck Schumer met Ms. Quinn and her husband, Thomas Quinn, along with representatives of the AOH and Irish American Unity Conference and immediately issued a formal public statement saying: “Justice has been too long delayed for the innocent victims of the Ballymurphy Massacre and I am proud to join today with Ms. Carmel Quinn, sister of victim John Laverty, to call for a full independent international inquiry into these unjustified killings of civilians by British paratroopers in 1971. I applaud the AOH for the ongoing advocacy for peace and justice in the north of Ireland and I will work with them, the Irish American community and the Ballymurphy Families to advance the efforts to finally achieve justice for all the Ballymurphy victims. And we shall continue the work to build the support here in the United States in a tour organized by the AOH.”

House

Other key Congressional leaders who met her were Congressman Eliot Engel, under consideration for Chairman of the House Foreign Relations Committee; Congressman Richard Neal, a leader and co-chair of the Friends of Ireland Congressional Committee; and Congressmen Mike Doyle, also of the Congressional Friends of Ireland. The Ballymurphy representative met with aides for Congressmen Chris Smith, Brendan Boyle, Peter King and Conor Lamb in Washington. She met outgoing Congressman Joseph Crowley. Ms. Quinn noted that a Congressional letter on Legacy Justice signed by 16 women last April was a major boost and got pledges of more Congressional action. She also met with key Senate Foreign Relations Committee and State Department staff.

State and City Council

At her first public event in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania State Legislators Michael Driscoll and Kevin Boyle joined Ms. Quinn on the stage to present a House of Representatives Citation, to the Ballymurphy Campaign for “their unrelenting pursuit of justice... for all those killed in the Ballymurphy Massacre.”

City Councilman Bobby Henon presented a Philadelphia City Council Resolution honoring Ms. Quinn and the Ballymurphy Campaign, for their “resilience, determination, and ... tireless work to ensure that a new inquest be open to find truth and justice surrounding the incident.”

“The Ballymurphy Massacre Inquest will be a fundamental test of Britain’s ability to do justice,” FFAI Chairman Galvin said. “If relatives cannot get justice where 11 victims, including a Catholic priest and mother of 8 children were killed by British troops, how can we expect justice in any killings or collusion murders where British troops were involved?”

The event was organized by AOH FFAI co-chairs Gerry McHale and Pearse Kerr. Other prominent AOH members included former President Seamus Boyle, National FFAI Committee member Malachy McAllister and National Director Ed Halligan. Quinn also received a presentation from Liz Kerr of the Ladies AOH.

Public Events

Ms. Quinn spoke in New Jersey, Long Island, the prestigious AOH Fr. Murphy Awards event in Albany, and she was honored by Bronx County AOH along with Congressman Crowley and the Irish Echo Editor Ray O’Hanlon. She concluded the week in midtown Manhattan hosted by New York State Board AOH with a presentation by State President Vic Vogel. At each event she described how the 11 murders unfolded over a three day British killing spree and the grief, suffered by her family, and all families as the dead were smeared and family homes were raided and searched in order to make them appear guilty of something. Ms. Quinn noted that her life, her parents’ lives and other family members had been shattered, while every attempt they made for a simple inquest to exonerate their loved ones was stalled, ridiculed or blocked by giving DUP head Arlene Foster a veto on court funding.

Cleveland

Perhaps the most well-attended public event took place in Cleveland, Ohio, organized by National AOH Vice-President Danny O’Connell, National LAOH President Carol Scheyer and Marilyn Madigan at the Cleveland Irish-American Club. AOH members from across Ohio, Pennsylvania and Michigan traveled long distances to attend. Proclamations were presented from Ohio Congresswoman Marcy Kaptur, Cleveland Mayor Frank Jackson and City Council President Kevin Kelley. This event was videotaped at the request of AOH Boards around the country so they could hear and see Ballymurphy’s appeal via Facebook or the National AOH Website.

Albany honors Martin Galvin

National AOH Freedom for All Ireland Chairman Martin Galvin was honored with the Fr. John Murphy award bestowed by the Albany AOH and LAOH. Keynote address was given by Carmel Quinn from Relatives for Justice.

NY State President Vic Vogel addresses the Long Island event for Ms. Quinn.

Photos of Carmel Quinn’s brother and family.
Virginia

At a memorial Mass for Father Lynch Division departed brother Brother Pat Finnigan, President Jim Sullivan, Chaplain Fr. Stephen McNally, and Brother Jim McNabb light candles in memory of deceased Brothers Jim Donckers, Ray Correia, and Kent Lewis. Mass was held on November 2 at Church of the Transfiguration in Fincastle, Virginia.

Colorado

Each month Colorado’s Fr. Joseph P. Carrigan Division serves supper to the women’s homeless of Denver at the Samaritan House homeless shelter. On October 23, the brothers served supper and also presented Samaritan House two checks totaling $1,100 that they had collected. $700 was raised at their annual New Year’s Eve fundraiser and $400 was from a collection taken at the Irish Festival Mass in the summer. From left, Rick Steck, Ike Chappell, Tim Tullar, Carrigan Division Samaritan House Chair Tim Henning, Mike Sheridan, Eddie Schumm, John Aylward, Lisa Jones, Director of Operations at Samaritan House, accepting the checks on behalf of Samaritan House and Kevin Crogan.

Texas

Msgr. McCabe Division continues focus on hunger issues in Central Texas

Continuing with the division mission, members of the Travis County 1 AOH and the LAOH Golden Rose of Ireland volunteered at the Central Texas Food Bank in preparation for the holiday season. Members worked with other community organizations to help prepare 6190 meals for working families. While Central Texas is one of the fastest growing areas of the country, it has a hunger rate that is almost 2% above the national average. The Monsignor McCabe division is proud to continue to partner and support the Food Bank as we remember those Irish to whom hunger was a constant companion.

Hibernians attend Mitchell lecture on Good Friday Agreement

Member of the Monsignor McCabe division were honored to be invited to hear Senator George Mitchell in Austin, when he spoke about his role in the Northern Ireland Peace Process on the 20th anniversary of the signing of the Good Friday Agreement. The Lyndon B. Johnson School of Public Affairs, the Consulate General of Ireland in Austin and the British Consulate General in Houston hosted the event. Mitchell’s remarks were followed by a lively Q&A session. The lecture was part of the LBJ School Dean’s Distinguished Leaders Series.
President’s Message...
by Carol Sheyer

Hope you enjoyed your Thanksgiving Holiday and as we celebrate the upcoming Christmas Season with family and friends please take time to remember the men and women who are serving our Country and are unable to be home for the Holidays. Also, say a prayer for all our Hibernian Sisters and Brothers, and others, who have suffered this past year during the hurricanes, floods and fires.

The second weekend in November 1, along with LAOH Vice President Karen Keane, Past National President and 2020 National Convention Liaison Kathie Linton and the National AOH Officers, visited the site for the 2020 National Convention in Orlando. The hotel is outstanding and the staff was very accommodating. The local committee is working hard on the many details.

Also in November, I attended the Carmel Quinn’s, Ballymurfy Massacre family member, talk which was hosted by the Cleveland Hibernians. It was a very powerful, sad and educational speech.

Make sure your calendars are marked and plans are in the making for you to join us at the 125th Anniversary Celebration at the Historic Dearborn Inn in October, 2019. Please read the article about the 125th Anniversary by Past National President and 125th Anniversary Chairperson Maureen Shelton also in this issue of the Digest.

By the time you are reading this the 2018 Year End Reports should be in the hands of the State Officers and hopefully been forwarded to the County and Division Officers. The forms can also be found on the website.

The first issue of our quarterly electronic newsletter was sent out the beginning of October. In order to make the newsletter a success we need input from the LAOH membership through out the States. If you did not receive a copy of the newsletter, please send your email address to Shannon Lehn at asshibernianeditor@gmail.com in order to be added to the distribution list. This is the same email address to send articles for the newsletter.

If at all possible I would encourage anyone who can, to participate in the 2019 March for Life in Washington, DC on Friday, January 18th, or to participate in your local March for Life events.

In closing, my wish for you and your family is that each Christmas Season gets better and better and you have a Blessed and Healthy New Year.

LAOH Anniversary Special Event

It is my privilege to have been appointed the Chair of the Ladies Ancient Order of Hibernians Official Anniversary Celebration by National President Carol Sheyer. This is a once in a lifetime special event and such an exciting time for the LAOH…125 years of Greatness! The LAOH will continue to make history as it’s members, family and friends come together during this memorable celebration October 10 through 12, 2019.

The event will take place at the historic Dearborn Inn located in Dearborn, Michigan. As a cost saving measure for all, President Sheyer has combined the Interim Board meeting, her Testimonial, and the 125th Anniversary of the LAOH. All will take place during this weekend that promises to be nothing short of amazing.

The LAOH will kick off the celebration in a spiritual manner on October 10. We will go by bus to the Solanus Casey Center. At the Center we will have a private tour, LAOH National Chaplain Monsignor Gray will celebrate Mass and lunch will be following mass. While at the Center, there will be time to pray and petitions may be offered at the Blessed Solanus Casey’s final resting place. Later that evening there will be a special presentation that you will not want to miss.

All those in attendance will have the opportunity to visit the Henry Ford Museum or Greenfield Village on October 11. Both venues, are approximately one mile away from the hotel. That evening, the State of Ohio cordially invites all to attend a hooley in honor of National President Carol Sheyer. Plan on an evening filled with music, dance and a good time with sister and brother Hibernians, as we celebrate with our National President.

Saturday morning the Interim Board meeting will take place. At 3:30 a photographer for a book that we will be producing commemorating 125 years of the LAOH. Each State will be asked to contribute their history to this publication. Photographs will be taken of all Boards and State representatives in attendance this weekend. This is our history in the making and we want to record it. The book will come out after the the 125th Celebration so that we can include these photo’s.

Monsignor Gray will celebrate our evening Mass followed by cocktails and the gala dinner. After the dinner, there will plenty of time to enjoy the evening socializing, dancing and having a good time.

Don’t miss out on this memorable time as we make history with this momentous milestone of 125 years of the Ladies Ancient Order of Hibernians Inc.

Our group code for rooms LAOH 125 Anniversary you will also be able to reserve your room via email by going to the LAOH website. The cut off date for rooms will be 9/13/19.

Monsignor Gray 125th Anniversary Chairperson/PNP
Degree Team Liaison

Ladies, please subscribe to our website for updates and important information delivered right to your email.

www.ladiesaoh.com

Like and follow us on Facebook:
Ladies Ancient Order of Hibernians or search ladiesaoh2016
**Vice President**

by Karen Keane

I hope this newsletter finds each of you in good health and feeling joy as we celebrate Advent and prepare for Christmas. The last few weeks have been difficult with the loss of my brother, but also very encouraging and inspiring. It is in our darkest times when we feel lost and are full of despair, that the love and faith we have as Hibernians bring the light of God’s love back into our lives. The love and support that I have experienced (yet again) from my Hibernian Sisters and Brothers has renewed my faith and restored my energy. There are no words of thanks that I can give all of you; all I can do is be prepared to help a sister or brother in their time of need. I believe we are at our best as Hibernians when we come together to help others in need. Too often we get caught up in the politics and personalities and sometimes forgot that being a Hibernian is not about sitting on the Dais or being photographed with a celebrity, but rather it is about helping our Hibernian Family and other receive the Love of God; the pillar of our faith. Enough on that note or Msgr Gray or Cathy Tuck will think I’m after their jobs.

Everyone should have received the letters sent to the State Presidents (for forwarding to the Divisions) regarding the nominations for the Sean McBride Award. This is one of the two joint awards with the AOH National Board. If you have not received the letter outlining the nomination process, please check with your State President or myself; I will get that out to you.

President Sheyer, along with National Degree Team Liaison Shelton, have scheduled an exemplification of the Major Degrees at the National Convention in Orlando, which will take place on Wednesday afternoon. This was scheduled for Wednesday at the request of the delegation at the National Convention in Louisville. I hope to see as many members as possible in attendance.

The Junior Members have been working hard across the country to help others in need, especially for the approaching Christmas Season. Junior Divisions have reported their work for area Veterans during the month of November. Please encourage and support all Juniors across the country; they are the future of the Order.

In closing, I wish each of you Blessed Advent and Christmas Seasons and a healthy and prosperous New Year.

laokarenn@live.com; 518-369-8783

**Treasurer**

by Mary Ann Lubinsky

I hope everyone had a Blessed and Happy Thanksgiving. Being the new National Treasurer is an ongoing learning experience. I was off to a slow start but then things quickly picked up. There were requests to open new bank accounts and I recently had my first EIN request. In addition, I am working hard to get those Annual Treasurer Reports into the hands of the State Treasurers! These were also slow but now moving faster since I got the hang of it.

Thanks to my predecessor, Secretary Marilyn Madigan, and Vice-President Karen Keane for answering all my financial questions. There is a lot to learn and they have been so helpful. And that’s what we are all about, right? Living our Motto of Friendship, Unity and Christian Charity. Any good you can do for a Sister only makes us all the stronger.

My best wishes to all for a Blessed and Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year!

**Ohio**

The Ohio LAOH welcomed Carmel Quinn to the West Side Irish American Club. Carmel spoke on the Ballymurphy Massacre and her work with Relatives for Justice.

**Historian**

by Sandi Riley Swift

As the end of the year closes in, I would like to remind all Division, County and State Historians to please do your Historian Report this year. I have sent out a link and the fillable form is also on the website. Please be sure you have all your information together prior to completing the form and submitting it. We will use this information for the celebration of our 125th Anniversary. We have also designed and have limited collectible items available for the commemoration of our anniversary. You can see them on the website and download the order form for charm bracelets, collective coin and a pin.

If you have any questions about the history report, please contact me. If you have not received any emails from me please send me your information. As new Historians are being elected I would like you to contact me with the information in order to keep my contacts current.

**Freedom For All Ireland**

I was honored to Chair the FFAI Event featuring Carmel Quinn from Ballymurphy. The National Board was well represented with President Carol Sheyer, Missions and Charities Chair Colleen Bowers, FFAI Chair Agnes Gowdy, Fundraiser Mae LeFelt, Assistant Editor Hibernian Digest Shannon Lehn and myself in attendance. Many LAOH State Officers Sisters from around Ohio joined the local Division at this event.

Carmel Quinn spoke about the Ballymurphy Massacre. It was a very emotional experience for all in attendance. The AOH recorded her speech and can be found on the website. I recommend everyone to listen to Carmel Quinn. The Ballymurphy Families and others with Relatives for Justice need to know the truth about the loss of their loved ones. During the time, Carmel Quinn was visiting the United States the Inquest started. When she returned home, she spoke at the Inquest. They need our help so please participate with the AOH and LAOH FFAI Christmas Appeal.

AOH and LAOH members from Michigan, Ohio and Pennsylvania were represented at this event. In addition to the Hibernians, members of Irish Northern Aid of Cleveland were present.

I was honored to present Carmel Quinn Proclamations from Congresswomen Kaptur and City of Cleveland Council President Kelly. National President Carol Sheyer presented a Certification of Friendship from the LAOH.

An event is not successful without help from many dedicated individuals. A special thank you to my Sisters of the Our Lady of the Rosary Division for all their help from working the door, bar, hall arrangements but mostly for their hospitality in providing baked goods. I would like to thank the West Side Irish American Club for use of their hall, and Billy Chambers and Francis Quinn for sharing their musical talents. Together we can accomplish anything. So let us step up to help with FFAI.

Carmel and Tommy Quinn were presented with a special gift proclamation from the Ladies Ancient Order of Hibernians. Pictured (left to right) are Tommy Quinn, LAOH National President Carol Sheyer, Carmel Quinn, and LAOH National Secretary Marilyn Madigan.

**www.ladiesaoh.com**
Cassandra (Cassie) A. Smith-Christmas

When I was about 12, or 13, I entered an essay contest that was being sponsored by the Ladies Auxiliary of the Fredericksburg chapter of the Ancient Order of Hibernians. I was so excited to write about one of my newly found passions—the impact of women on the Irish Nationalist Movement. I had just finished reading Leon Uris’s novel, Exodus, about the exodus of Jews to Israel, and I had been steeped in Irish history and culture while participating in Celtic events with my family. I was thrilled to win the contest.

After graduating from the College of William and Mary with a degree in linguistics, where I also played fiddle in Williamsburg’s colonial taverns, and in the “Ireland” section of Bush Gardens’ “Old Country” nearby theme park, I studied linguistics at the University of Leiden in the Netherlands. At the recommendation of my MA advisor, mentor, and now good friend, I completed an in-depth study of a Gaelic-speaking family on the Isle of Skye in Scotland. As a result of my thesis, I was awarded a scholarship to undertake a PhD program in Celtic Studies at the University of Glasgow, where I expanded my thesis into my dissertation.

When I received my PhD, I went to work for the University of the Highlands and Islands in Stornoway, on the Isle of Lewis, in the Outer Hebrides. Two years later, I took up a fellowship at the Institute for the Advanced Studies in the Humanities at the University of Edinburgh, where I wrote my book *Family Language Policy: Maintaining an Endangered Language in the Home* (Palgrave, 2016). I was then awarded a fellowship from the Irish Research Council to continue my work on language use in families, this time in Irish and Scottish Gaelic, with families in the Outer Hebrides and families in the Corca Dhuibhne Gaeltacht. I started my project at the University of Limerick, but then when my project mentor, Professor Tadhg Ó hIfearnáin, took up the Chair of Modern Irish at the National University of Ireland, Galway (NUIG), I continued my project at NUIG. I now live in Galway, a lively city with the opportunity to participate in so many cultural activities—Irish language, Celtic music and dance, and Irish history. Besides, I am not too far from Sligo, the home of the woman about whom I wrote in my first Irish essay, Constance Gore-Booth, the Countess Markievicz. I am happy to say that I will be staying on in Ireland. I have recently started a project in the Corca Dhuibhne Gaeltacht with the Smithsonian’s SMILE (Sustaining Minoritized Languages in Europe) initiative and will be carrying on my work on language use in families with a Marie Skłodowska-Curie Individual Fellowship from the European Commission.

District of Columbia

In November, we celebrated our annual Mass for the deceased members at the historic Franciscan Monastery in NE Washington. Many in the church admired our group sitting up front in our tri-color sashes. Our Holy Innocents Mass was celebrated at our Lady of Mercy in Potomac, Maryland. After the Mass, we enjoyed a delicious lunch at the beautiful La Hinge Restaurant, which is owned by Christy and Frank Hughes, dear brothers who hail from County Longford, Ireland. We were so proud to support the men in the unveiling celebration of a new memorial stone for Thomas Dev-in Reilly, an Irish patriot of the 1848 rebellion. Young Reilly was able to elude capture by the British and came to the United States. He rests eternally with his wife and daughter in Mount Olivet Cemetery in Washington, DC. As a fitting tribute, we ladies placed a wreath at his grave.

Pennsylvania

On 11/8/2018, a new division was installed in Bucks County, Pennsylvania. Division #5 of Bucks County is named in honor of St. Brigid of Kildare. The division was installed by State Organizer, Ellen McCrane. Assisting in the installation of officers were Rae DiSpaldo, State President, Clare McManus-Fulginitti, State Missions and Charities Officer, Nancy Cullen, Past State President, Eileen Modica - Montgomery County President and Becky Puchalski, Philadelphia County President.

New Division in Bucks County, Pennsylvania

The officers of the new division are as follows: President - Marie Keelan, Vice-President - Ruth O’Malley, Recording Secretary - Elizabeth Grobark, Treasurer - Melissa Stanton-Lagomarsino, Financial Secretary - Carol Lyons, Irish historian - Patricia Finnegan Gardyan, Missions and Charities - Maureen Lennon, Catholic Action - Kathleen Maahs, Mistress at arms Amy Morgan and Sentinel - Donna Donovan. The Pennsylvania State Board welcomes our new sisters to the Ladies Ancient Order of Hibernians!

Michigan

Kathleen Busen, a member of the Mary of the Gael Division in Monroe, and Mary O’Connell, a member of the Rose Kennedy Division in Redford, are registered nurses. They were recognized at “A Gathering of Friends” banquet held at the Atheneum Suite Hotel on November 15th. They have each volunteered for over twenty years at the Cabrini Clinic. The clinic is staffed by volunteer physicians, nurses and pharmacists. It is located in Cork Town, Detroit and is the oldest free medical clinic in the country. The clinic serves a diverse population of uninsured and underinsured adults, many of whom are the working poor. All our Michigan LAOH sisters congratulate Kathie and Mary on their much deserved award and dedication to this ministry.

The Radiant Light Women’s Conference was held on October 19 & 20th at St. John Neumann Church in Canton, MI. Wonderful speakers, workshops, time for reflection and fellowship, Eucharistic adoration and the Sacrament of Reconciliation were offered. In addition, about 30 tables were set up for groups to present information and for the sale of religious items. The LAOH in Michigan made a display describing each of the divisions in our state, the day and time of their meetings, and some of the division’s traditional events. We distributed information and applications, as well as provided a prayer card from the Breastplate of St. Patrick to all the Conference attendees. Twelve applications were picked up and so far our State President, Barb Weir had inquiries from 4 ladies and directed them to the divisions closest or most convenient for them.

Deadline for the February-March issue
is NO LATER than February 1
By Denis Patrick McGowan

Retired NYPD Detective and Marine Veteran to Lead 55th Annual Staten Island Saint Patrick’s Day Parade

At the quarterly meeting of the Staten Island Saint Patrick’s Day Parade in November, Jack King was unanimously elected to serve as Grand Marshal of the 55th Annual Staten Island Saint Patrick’s Day Parade, to be held Sunday, March 3, 2019, on Forest Avenue, Staten Island, NY. In his acceptance speech, Jack humbly noted: “This is a first, I believe, in the 55-year history of the Staten Island Saint Patrick’s Day Parade, of us having a father and son march together as a Grand Marshal and an Aide. I am very proud to serve my community to honor our Irish heritage and Roman Catholic faith, and especially to represent our community as the Grand Marshal of the 55th Annual Staten Island Saint Patrick’s Day Parade in 2019.”

A resident of Staten Island since 1953 and member of Our Lady Help of Christians R.C. Parish, he graduated New Dorp High School, and in 1960, enlisted in the U.S. Marine Corps, serving with the Second and the Third Divisions, until receiving an honorable discharge as a Corporal. After his discharge, King worked in the construction industry until being sworn into the New York City Police Department (NYPD) in 1973. During a distinguished career in the NYPD, he received more than a dozen commendations, including two NYPD Chief of Detectives awards. He retired in 1993 with the rank of Detective and is a longtime member of the NYPD Emerald Society.

Proud of his Irish Catholic heritage, Jack has been involved in the Irish-American community for decades; in 1999, he joined AOH St. Columcille Division No. 4, taking his Major Degrees in 2000. He has held many offices in the Division, including President, as well as President of the Richmond County Board. He is the current Chief of the AOH CuChulainn Celtic Warrior Major Degree Team. He also served as a Director and President of the CuChulainn Celtic Cultural Center with its library of more than 1,000 Irish and Irish-American books. He is Chairman of the Staten Island Irish Fair, was Drum Major of the Staten Island Pipes and Drums and Director of the Staten Island Saint Patrick’s Day Parade. In 2005, he was elected as Irishman of the Year by the CuChulainn Irish Cultural Center and in 2009, was awarded the AOH Commodore John Barry Medal for his years of service to the Irish-American community and the Order. In 2011, he was elected to serve as an Aide to the Grand Marshal of the Staten Island Saint Patrick’s Day Parade and in 2016, was elected to serve as Aide to Senator George J. Mitchell, Grand Marshal of the New York Saint Patrick’s Day Parade.

Jack’s pride in his military service as a Marine led him to serve in local veterans organizations espousing the cause of the Staten Island veteran. In 2005, King joined the Staten Island Detachment No. 246 of the Marine Corps League, and has served as the State Chaplain of the Marine Corps League’s Department of New York, as well as the Staten Island Detachment, of which he is a Life Member and Commandant of the Detachment. He is also the Pound Keeper of the Staten Island Pound Salt No. 69 of the Military Order of Devil Dogs, a fun-and-honor society of the Marine Corps League. He is also a Life Member of the Catholic War Veterans Post No. 1934 and is a member of the American Legion. He received the Four Chaplains Award, for his service to the veterans.

King and his family are parishioners of Our Lady Help of Christians where he served as President of the Men’s Club for more than ten years and aided the parish in numerous activities. He is married to Nancy Sindle from Rossville, Staten Island, and they have three children, Sean, Shanna and Noel. The Kings’ daughter, Shanna, sadly passed away in 1999. King’s son Sean is also a proud Brother member of St. Columcille Division No. 4 and one of the finest performers of the role of Ard Ri (High King) on the CuChulainn Celtic Warrior Major Degree Team with his father.

NY PEESKILL

Division 18, Peekskill, New York, had a festive gathering on Dec. 2 where it awarded Hibernian Veterans pins and a certificate to its veteran members. These veterans participated in World War II, Korea, Vietnam and the Gulf Wars. The newest member, Tim Murphy, received the Silver Star for Valor in Vietnam. President Clive Cronin was assisted by Division 18 officers Aidan O’Kelly-Lynch, state director Brian Kelly, and National Director Dan Dennehy.

NY BRONX DINNER

Celebrating at the annual dinner of The Bronx County AOH Board last Sunday were County President Bob Nolan, honorees Taryn Duffy of Empire City Casino, Joe Murphy of Country Bank, Carmel Quinn also the guest speaker, Ray O’Hanlon, Editor of The Irish Echo and Martin Galvin, County Vice-President and FFAl Chair. Honoree Rep. Joe Crowley missing. Photo credit Nuila Purcell.
New York President’s Testimonial

The New York State Board held its Semi-Annual Meeting at the Melville Marriott on Saturday, November 3rd. Officers, both elected and appointed, gave reports listing the many accomplishments achieved during their terms of office. Mass was celebrated in the evening by NYS Chaplain Fr. Henry Reid, and was followed by a Testimonial Dinner honoring NYS President Vic Vogel. The event was well-attended and included most of the top National and State AOH and LAOH Officers.

Bill Powers received the Burns-Hayes Award.

One of the highlights of the evening was a performance by the Roisin Dubh Irish Pipe Band, led by Pipe Major Bill LePage. Mike McCormack was the Master of Ceremonies and introduced Dignitaries and those making presentations. Vic thanked the Dinner Committee, chaired by Walter Butler and Kathleen Ring, and spoke about how the charitable work of the Order has profoundly affected his life and been extremely rewarding.

The top officers on the AOH National Board congratulated President Vogel, center. From left, Secretary Jere Cole, Vice President Danny O’Connell, Vic, President Jim McKay and Treasurer Sean Pender.

Roisin Dubh Irish Pipe Band, led by Pipe Major Bill LePage, performed at the testimonial.

Mass was celebrated by Fr. Henry Reid, NYS Chaplain. Hibernian State Presidents Vic Vogel and Jacqueline Clute offered the Gifts.

Photos by Digest Editor John O’Connell

NY State President Vic Vogel was joined by members of his Suffolk, Long Island, Division 7 at his Testimonial Banquet on November 3.